Inspired by automobiles of the '30s, Dunhill's new sterling-silver Headlamp cuff links reflect the brand's rich motoring heritage. During the early 1900s, Alfred Dunhill updated his father's harness-making business to cater to the exciting new era of the motorcar, and Dunhill's Motorities was born. From leather car coats and fur mittens to goggles, luggage, clocks, headlights, and horns, the Motorities collection offered "everything but the motor" for the pioneer driver.

The Motorities tradition continues to this day, with luxury clothing, leather goods, timepieces, writing instruments, gifts, games, and more for the gentleman motorist. Also new this season are Art Deco-inspired, sterling-silver logo cuff links, as well as cuff links fashioned from restored, genuine copper farthings - so you can wear Britain's King George on the cuff. Among the new timepieces, the RPM Tachymeter with chronograph function appeals to the race driver in every man, while the Wafer - available in three styles, including Black Jack and Monte Carlo - could well be the ultimate dress watch. And the X-Centric, a truly eccentric watch with an off-center dial, reaffirms Dunhill's reputation for innovative design.